Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for July, 2020

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec. Time:
6:30pm No host dinner beginning at 5:30pm.

by Rod Parker

Fellow club members,
Our President's Creative Challenge for July was
to turn a traditional style Hawaiian calabash
bowl. Judging the entries was Emiliano Achaval
who presented his calabash bowl turning
technique at our June meeting. He was able to
join our July online meeting and offer his
critique of our calabash bowl turning. He felt
that the bowl submitted by David Pettenski was
the best of our efforts.

We meet at Hillcrest Park Lodge in Mt.
Vernon, WA. Exit I-5 at Kincaid St (Exit 226).
Turn east up Kincaid to S. 13th St, turn right
(south). Hillcrest Park is approx. 6 blocks
south on 13th St. The Lodge is located in the
NW corner of the parking lot, beyond the
tennis courts.
Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from beginners
to advanced turners are welcome.
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President's Letter (Cont'd)
August is the month where we typically have our annual club picnic. Unfortunately, this year
because of the COVID-19 virus we have had to cancel that club gathering. In lieu of the picnic
we have scheduled an interactive remote demo (IRD) on the morning of Saturday, August 15 .
That club meeting will feature Martin Sabin-Smith doing an IRD from his studio in the UK. You
can check out some of Martin's work on the Internet. His presentation will focus on coloration
and embellishment techniques. An email invitation to the August demonstration will be sent to
the club membership during the week prior to the meeting. There will be a tool give away held
during our August meeting; please see the details elsewhere in this newsletter.
I, like many of you, long for the ability to meet face-to-face and miss the social interactions we
have during our club meetings. However, given the restrictions on gatherings, we do not know
when we will be able to again meet as a group. For those club members who have not yet taken
the opportunity to take part in one of our club’s IRDs, I strongly encourage you to do so. We
have access to many world class turners through Zoom meetings that we would not have a
chance to see locally. If you have any questions or concerns regarding the Zoom meeting
format, please do reach out to me our one of the Board Members, so we can help you join in.

Rod Parker

President's Creative Challenge
This month's President's Challenge will be to
turn an emerging winged bowl of the type and
style presented by Rudy Lopez at the last
meeting. Any wood species and any finish is
acceptable.
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July Program Recap
The July meeting was held online via Zoom. Our guest demonstrator was Rudy Lopez, who
presented from his shop located just outside of Tampa, Florida. His demonstration was on
turning an emerging winged bowl from a half log or crotch.
For those of you who have no prior introduction to Rudy, here is
a brief statement from his website:
"At a very young age and Rudy began to develop his creative eye
through photography, his first artistic pursuit. With an education
in drafting and design, and drawing inspiration from the
surroundings of his youth, it began the relationship with wood as
a craftsman of fine furniture and cabinetry."

Rudy Lopez

From Rudy:
"I have always had a love of natural objects and the environment in which those objects flourish,
and with that came my love of wood. I spent much of my life on my uncle’s cattle ranch near
Tampa, Florida. All the many days spent with my father and uncles working cows and being in
the woods gave me a great appreciation for the out-of-doors, and all things relating to nature. To
this day, my greatest pleasures come from enjoying nature with my wife hiking, hunting, fishing,
mountain biking, kayaking, and just being in the woods.
I love everything about wood, rough or smooth it possesses a warm welcome feel. Wood grows
from the earth, with its endless earthy color variations, the swirling grain patterns of burls and
knotty woods. It has an unlimited
potential for creativity but also flaws
and faults, cracks, knots, and other
defects which sometimes makes it
difficult to work with. This is my
favorite kind of wood.
Wood is an imperfect medium, yet I
never cease to be amazed by the
incredible amount of beauty to be
found in it as I create a new turning.
I feel my goal as an artistic woodturner is to bring out this beauty which God and nature has
provided and enhance it to create something that invites the eye and beckons the touch. I
prefer simple shapes with flowing lines that showcase but preserve and reflect the natural
characteristics of the wood, thus becoming something of beauty for many to enjoy for years to
come."
For the evening's demonstration, Rudy used a trimmed crotch half-log of cherry laurel
approximately a foot long. This is mounted between centers (initially) on the lathe with the
grain running perpendicular to the axis of the ways. Rudy emphasized safety at multiple
points, since it can be difficult to visualize the outer edge of the piece as it spins. It is critical
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July Program Recap (Cont'd)
to remain focused and keep your mind "in the game," as
inattention can result in injury while the piece spins like a
propeller.
Rudy mentioned that the vast majority of the piece is turned
with only 2 bowl gouges, one ground at 60 degrees with the
corners removed, and the other ground similarly but at 40
degrees.
In a short while, Rudy will be completing a 5-6 page handout
that explains the turning process for this project in a step-bystep fashion. Once it is finished, Rudy said he would post it
online on his website, which is rudolphlopez.com
The video work was nicely done during the demo, and his clear explanatory comments were
well received. He answered a number of questions both during and after his presentation.
Note to members: Try turning an emerging winged bowl yourself and send in a picture of your
finished piece to Rod Parker for the coming President's Challenge.

Try AAW for FREE!
Are you a member of AAW? Of course you are!
...What's that? You aren't a member yet? Well then, pay
close attention as here is an opportunity to establish a
FREE trial membership. Yep, currently AAW is offering a
three (3) month individual (Affiliate) membership to
anyone who is a member of an AAW Chapter (and if
you are a member of our club you are a member of an
AAW Chapter).
AAW will provide full access to all online content, their
publications American Woodturner, and Woodturning
FUNdamentals as well as availability of demonstrator,
make and educator profiles on the AAW website.
To take advantage of this offer, click on the link below:

(If you are already an AAW member, then you know that
you are one lucky devil.)
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The Great NWW Tool Giveaway
Submitted by Tom Thornton
Your board has decided since the tool raffle has been suspended, we will go one better: a tool
giveaway! Each month through November one lucky member will be gifted a quality turning
tool or accessory. Most often there will more one from which to choose.
There is, however, one important condition: you must be present to win! That is to say, you
must be tuned in to our monthly interactive remote demo meeting. As many of you have
already discovered, it is quite simple to access. All you need is a computer or device with the
Zoom app installed (https://zoom.us/) and Internet access (cameras are optional).
We will send the meeting link via email a few days before the event. The drawing will take
place during the mid-meeting break in the demo.
The tool choices for August will be:

Sorby spiraling / texturing system
and chatter tool

+

OR

Rikon 4-Piece woodturning system
with carbide inserts. Includes two
specialty carbide cutters and a side handle.

As you may already know, the August meeting will not be on our normal Thursday date but
on Saturday, August 15 (time to be determined). Our presenter is in the UK, so our evening
meetings are very inconvenient for demonstrators in that part of the world.
We hope to see all of you in August and may the best (or luckiest) person win.
Tom
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Upcoming Programs

August 15, 2020 - We will have Martin Saban-Smith
(https://www.msabansmith.com ) present a demonstration

on “Atmospheric Colouring and Deep Gloss Wax
Finishing” - This is a popular demonstration using water
based colors. For those unaware Martin is the developer of
the Hampshire Sheen range of products featured in our
club store. Martin makes each tin for UK, US and European
customers and retailers, taking pride in the fact that it has
become a go-to finish for turners everywhere. He
continues to strive to produce, by hand, the best finishing
waxes available.

September 17, 2020 -

We are hoping to resume our live,
in-person demonstration with Jay Shepard of Olympia,
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With the ever-changing coronavirus situation, we will be
providing an update to you as we get closer to the
September date.

October 15, 2020 -

Our demonstrator will be Oregon
artist Tom Willing, who created his first turning in his
father's woodshop over 50 years ago. Since that time, he
has come to focus on pieces that are sensitive to the
interplay between light, form, and material. Past President
of the Pacific Northwest Woodturning Guild, he teaches
woodturning techniques and is an active member of
Northwest Woodturners and the AAW.
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Woodturners Worldwide Symposium
Perhaps you have heard that Woodturners Worldwide
is putting on an online symposium. Here is what they
have to say about it:
"Join us to learn from professional woodturners
without ever leaving your home. You can watch,
pause, and follow along with presentations in your
own shop, adding a much greater understanding to
what you're seeing."

Sept 24, 11 :00 AM – Sept 26, 6:00 PM
Online Symposium

DEMONSTRATORS AND TOPICS
Rebecca Degroot: Walking Mushrooms, Skateboard Blanks
Jason Clark: Saturn Bowl, Multi-axis with a Twist
Seri Robinson: DIY Spalting, Turning Spalted Wood
Harvey Meyer: Two Part Basket weave Illusion
Phil Irons: Colouring to Enhance, Caddy Spoons
Karl Hansen: Threading boxes
Cindy Drozda: Finial Box
Alan Stratton: Hand Turning a Sphere
Graeme Priddle & Melissa Engler: Koru Bowl, Ammonite Bowl
Mike Mahoney: Urns - Everything you need to know
Raleigh Lockhart: Birdhouses, Leaf Bowl
Emily Wood Ford: Captive Rings
Aaron Ludwig: Resin Casting
Greg Gallegos: Podlets
Mark Dreyer: Pen turning
Laurent Niclot: Woodburning and Textures
Michael Alguire: Wheel of Delicacy
Pat Scott: Butterfly Stitches, Dinner Plates
Jeff Hornung: Coloring and Metal reactive Paints
Kirk Deheer: Processing wood, Demystifying cuts & catches
Mark Kostner: Casting specialty Pen blanks

Early Bird Pricing Through August 7th, 2020

($79 vs $99 for all three days)

For the most up-to-date information, visit WoodturnersWorldwide.com
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Know Your Woods
Catalpa (Catalpa spp.) is native to eastern United States, but

naturalized throughout North America. Trees grow 50-100 ft
tall with trunk diameter of 2-4 ft.
Catalpa is a popular ornamental tree, with showy flowers,
broad leaves, and large, characteristic bean-like fruit; the latter
of which lead some to refer to the trees as the Indian bean
tree or the cigar tree.
Heartwood color can range from a neutral grayish tan to a
richer golden brown. Nearly the entire trunk is composed of
heartwood. Narrow sapwood is a pale gray. Overall
appearance somewhat resembles ash. The grain is straight
with an open, coarse texture.
Catalpa is rated as durable regarding decay resistance and
holds up well in direct ground contact. It has a faint, spicy
odor when worked.
Overall, easy to work with hand and machine tools. Turns,
glues, and finishes well, though pore-filling is necessary to
obtain a smooth finished surface. It has superb stability, with
very low shrinkage rates.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
It's baseball season! What does that have
to do with woodturning? Well, baseball
and woodturning have one thing in
common…...and it's not that the bats are
turned on lathes. CATCHES! While a ball
player making a catch will usually elicit
an enthusiastic roar from the cardboard
cutout crowd, a woodturner's catch will
most often elicit a not-so-nice roar from
the turner.
Okay…..we all make catches though
fortunately with time and experience
there is an increasing number of innings
between our catches. When I first started turning someone directed me to an article in
American Woodturner written by Lyle Jamieson, a professional turner/instructor from
Michigan. His article remains one of the best explanations of the anatomy of a catch.
Understanding what's happening is the beginning of catch-free (almost) turning. Here's a link
to Lyle's article: http://aawcontentsource.org/aaw_cs1 _pdf/AW2104p60-63.pdf
Lyle also wrote a similar article for More Woodturning magazine (founded by our charter
member Fred Holder) which further elaborates on catches and avoidance. Here's the link to
that article:

https://www.morewoodturningmagazine.com/articles.php?articlesid= 155&access= 876b7fc
b7b6d
Then there's also the first cousin of a catch…..touching the wood before the tool is anchored
on the tool rest. This often happens when moving the tool while within striking distance of the
wood. This form of catch can sometimes be even more dramatic as it will not only leave a
divot in your piece, if your finger is between the bottom of the tool and the tool rest it will
elicit a roar from you. I know!
Enjoy this summer of strange baseball…..and may all the catches be on the field and not in
your shop!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques.
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Store Supplies, Library Materials and Wood Raffle
We are planning to hold our monthly parking lot Wood Raffle and Library event on Saturday
August 22 from 11 :00 to 12:30 at the Hillcrest Lodge parking lot. The raffle will begin at 12:00
noon sharp. Tickets are $1.00 each or 6 for $5.00.
As the photos below show, we have a decent number of what appear to be beautiful
manzanita burls. The larger full pieces will be offered as a silent auction, while the smaller
ones and slices will be part of the raffle. We also have some unusual (for us anyway) pieces
such as yellow Alaskan cedar, Norfolk pine, large red cedar bowl blanks, elm, spalted alder
and a large palm bowl blank, among others. Most of the pieces are dated in the mid-nineties,
so I’m pretty sure they’re dry.

For those interested in turning interesting non-wood materials, there are several pieces (various
sizes) of alabaster, talc and soapstone.

Hope to see you see there and remember
to wear your Covid protection gear.
Tom
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The Tenacity of Trees!
This is the fourth in a series of pictures demonstrating the determination to survive. Contributed by Les Books.

Roots along brick sidewalk.
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Membership Chairperson

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Members at Large

Librarian

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Angela Hills
Membership@nwwwt.org

Angela Hills
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

George Way
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Gary Moore (Acting)
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker (Acting)
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org
Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Rick Terney
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Rich
Turpin (kydso2@hotmail.com), or
bring the tools to a Thurs. regular
meeting. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Captured Boring Bar FOR SALE
Complete boring bar assembly similar to the Lyle Jamison design.
The bar is ¾” diameter and
36” long with welded handle.
The captured backrest would fit most
lathes.
The adjustable cutter includes a HSS bit.

Price: $100.
Contact: Charlie at 360-733-2047

Please note
note that
that Craft
Craft Supplies
Supplies provides
provides our
our club
club with
with
Please
several hundred
hundred dollars
dollars inin Gift
Gift Certificates
Certificates each
each year.
year.
several
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Ads (Cont'd)

Outtakes
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